IMPHAL: The first webline literature series was introduced in the state on June 15. In the first session of the series, Sorokhaibam Gambhini Devi of Tripura, Khwairakpam Sunita and Saratchand Thiyam recited their poems.

Regarding the webline literature series, Sahitya Akademi, Eastern region secretary Mihir Kumar Sahoo stated that the writers are facing immense hardships in trying to get exposure of their works to the people due to the ongoing lockdown. However, the literature lovers attempted to expose their works through webline literature series. Despite the impact of the Covid, the writers are not disheartened and are continuing their literary works, he added. Manipuri Language Advisory Board convener Nongmaithem Kirankumar also expressed that the rich Manipuri literature could be reflected and presented to the public through the webline literature series.